
BRAND STORY

The beer that locals love!



To provide Gosford RSL patrons with a better quality, more 
affordable version of the traditional beer recipes their families have 
loved for generations.

BRAND PURPOSE
WHY DO WE EXIST?

Traditional beer 
the origional way



Our immediate vision is to become the beer of choice amongst 
existing patrons who traditionally would choose a big name 
brand favourite.

Ultimately, our vision is to produce a range of crafted versions 
of traditional beer recipes that genuinely provide a compelling 
reason for new and existing patrons to choose Gosford RSL over a 
competitor venue.

BRAND VISION
WHAT DO WE WANT TO ACCOMPLISH?

Handcrafted  
Favourites



We aim to lead the Central Coast market in brewing the freshest, 
most flavoursome craft beer, true to 600 year old recipes but 
enhanced by a commitment to local produce, local farmers, 
precision brewing and ethical and environmentally sustainable 
practices.

BRAND MISSION
HOW DO WE WANT TO ACHIEVE THIS?



Oak Haven Brewing Co provides a range of high 
quality, expertly crafted beers, brewed in-house for 
loyal Central Coast patrons and lovers of traditional 
flavours who want a fresher, more affordable version 
of the same 600 year old beer recipes that have been 
favourites for generations but finessed with locally 
grown produce, the best quality hops, the freshness 
of local production and the art of precision craft 
brewing.

BRAND

STATEMENT

Precision Craft     
Brewing

POSITIONING



BRAND HERITAGE

The original land owners of the Gosford area 
were the Fagans. Their interests included 
farming, citrus orchards, timber, cattle and 
champion race horses. They were the first to 
grow oranges locally and they lived at what is 
now Henry Kendall Cottage.
 
Ernest White was the founder of Gosford RSL. 
The first RSL members would meet at the 
Brisbane Water District Club at the rear of 
the Anglican Church in Broadwater Avenue. 
The land was donated by Dr James Paul who 
provided the premises on the condition that 
no liquor was to be sold there. The crafty 
members complied with this condition to the 
letter by buying  coupons which were then 
exchanged for beer or spirits at the bar to 
ensure that no alcohol was technically ‘sold’.
 
The bar was a basement full of beer. Beer was 
hard to come by so it was transported from 

Lithgow and Mudgee. It became known as 
‘Mudgee Mud’ due to its taste and texture. It 
was recorded that a blowfly once came out of 
a beer bottle at the end of being consumed, 
reinforcing the thickness and mud like 
qualities of the beer.
 
Fire gutted the Gosford RSL on 22 January 
in 1973. The club then purchased the Galaxy 
Motel in West Gosford which was owned by 
a Hungarian immigrant, Zoltan Kamenitzky . 
Originally, the land belonged to George and 
Agnes Fagan. The Fagan’s stone house on 
the land was called Oak Haven.
 
In naming the brewery and beer brands, 
significant consideration has been given to 
pay tribute to the history of Gosford RSL.
 
The chosen name for Gosford RSL’s brewery 
has reflected its heritage in being named 

after the Fagans’ house, ‘Oak Haven’.
 
The brewery’s first pale ale has been named 
in memory of the initial members who were a 
little cheeky and ‘sly’ in exchanging coupons for 
alcohol in the basement, by being named, ‘Sly 
Grog’.
 
The brewery’s first dark ale has been named to 
capture the essence of the basement bar in the 
original Gosford RSL premises, being named 
‘The Bolthole’, ie a place where people retreat 
to get away from normal life and escape from 
other people.
 
With a strong brand heritage that clearly 
differentiates Gosford RSL, all current and 
future brand names sitting within the Oak 
Haven Brewing Co brand should support its 
unique history and the characteristics of the 
founders and members. 



BRAND PERSONALITY
A SINCERITY BRAND

• Down to earth
• Honest
• Wholesome
• Cheerful
• Family-oriented
• Small town

• Sincere
• Real
• Original
• Sentimental
• Friendly

THE RUGGEDNESS BRAND 

• Outdoorsy
• Tough
• Masculine 

• Western (as in rural/ 
outback rather than 
metro) 

• Rugged.

The brand also portrays elements of this 
personality but only to the degree that it 
represents the typical mischievous Australian 
larrikin and not to the degree that it would 
alienate the female beer drinker market.

These traits include: 



BRAND VALUES

• Raw
• Real
• Transparent 
• Loyal
• Familiar
• Friendly
• Dependable
• Trustworthy

• Down to earth
• Humorous
• Big-hearted
• Caring
• Authentic
• Sincere
• What you see is
      what you get.Purenoble hops



BRAND TRIBE

The current patrons of Gosford RSL tend to be 55 years old and older with a high share of over 70s. 
They are likely to be long term customers who are content with existing beverage choices and loyal 
to traditional brands. They would largely fall into the Early or Late Majority segment (34% each) where 
they might display scepticism to change and have limited if any opinion leadership. However, with risk 
removed, they have been shown to be open to change, particularly if trialling demonstrates a similar 
taste to traditional brands but at a lower price.
 
Over time, a new profile of patron will come on board due to the changing profile of the Central Coast. 
Whilst it is vital to support our existing loyal customers, we also need to expand to embrace this new 
market segment.
 
The new patrons are more likely fall into the Early Adopter segment (13.5%) where they are younger, 
have more financial lucidity, more advanced education and more social leadership skills. Whilst 
displaying different traits to the current patrons, they are likely to find the same appeal in the great 
traditional flavours of the Oak Haven Brewing Co beers.

• 
• Loyal to their mates.



BRAND TRIBE - CONTINUED

The marketing of The Oak Haven Brewing Co, 
Sly Grog Pale Ale and Bolthole Dark Ale brands 
has been designed to appeal to our valuable 
existing customer base whilst engaging 
strongly with the newer, younger market of the 
future. 

The existing patron segment is likely to be:

• 55 plus years old (including a high share of 
over 70s)

• Locally born and bred
• Lower socio economic class
• Blue collar
• Holding traditional male values
• Loves a beer after work with the boys
• Routine based
• Laid back
• Calls a spade a spade
• Not afraid to offend
• Non-politically correct

• Loyal to their mates.

The new patron segment is likely to be:

• 30 to 55 years old
• Family and community oriented
• May work locally or commute
• Blue collar bias but a greater share of white collar
• More likely to have been born outside of the Central 

Coast than existing patron segment
• More educated than the existing patron segment but 

still only middle socio economic group
• More financially lucid than the existing patron segment 

but not affluent
• Holds more contemporary values of equality between 

genders but still with some traditional behaviours
• Loves to have an affordable, down to earth meal or 

drink out with their partner and friends
• Does not routinely visit after work each day but may 

stay longer and spend more
• Like the existing patron segment, is still loyal, laid back, 

fun and not afraid to speak their mind.



This can translate into:

• Raw, fresh ingredients (not artificial)
• Transparent communication of processes and ingredients
• Real passing on of savings to the member
• Down to earth, honest marketing and messaging
• Real and genuine commitment to the needs of members and 

the community
• Loyalty to the original recipes
• No compromise on quality and flavour 
     (unlike the big brands who put profit before quality).

BRAND ESSENCE
RAW AND REAL

Raw and Real



BRAND NAME: 
Oak Haven Brewing Co

LOGICAL BENEFIT: 
The same great traditional beers enjoyed for generations but at a lower price point 

and with greater flavour than the mass produced versions

EMOTIONAL BENEFIT: 
The pride in drinking a beer brewed specifically for members 

and benefiting the local community

BRAND ESSENCE: 
Raw and real

ATTRIBUES AND CLAIMS: 
Authentic 600 year old recipes, brewed in-house for peak freshness, with expert craft brewing 
precision, using locally grown produce, the world’s highest quality hops and no preservatives 

or artificial chemicals

Brand Essence 
Pyramid



FACTS AND SYMBOLS

• Brewing traditional beer that has been family favourites for 
generations

• Brewed using genuine 600 year old recipes
• Loyal to original recipes
• No compromise on flavour
• Brewed in-house for the ultimate in freshness
• Uses fresh local produce wherever possible (Central Coast, 

NSW or Australia depending on availability)
• Supportive of farmers using ethical and environmentally 

sustainable farming practices
• Utilises the world’s best, high purity hops
• Offered at a lower price than the traditional big name beers
• Crafted by an expert brewer with 10 years’ experience in 

brewing American, British, European and Belgian beer
• Brewed using state of the art equipment
• Using tight measurements for quality control to ensure ideal 

fermentation
• Light, crisp tasting beer to suit the masses
• Member discounts and low RSL prices
• No synthetic or artificial ingredients or preservatives.

Light and
Refreshing



WHAT THE 
PRODUCT DOES 
FOR ME

• Gives me greater flavour and freshness for my dollar
• Saves me money on big name brands
• Satisfies my craving for good quality, thirst-quenching beer
• Gives me something to look forward to after a hard day’s work
• Provides a crisp, freshness to complement my meal
• Improves my sense of belonging 
• Encourages me to feel important with a beer brewed especially 

for locals and members
• Improves my health with a beer alternative that contains fresh 

produce and no artificial ingredients
• Gives me a reason to feel proud by supporting farmers, my local 

community and my club.



• Fresh
• Flavoursome
• Refreshing
• Crisp
• Light
• Thirst-quenching
• Fruity
• Spicy

HOW WOULD I DESCRIBE 
THE PRODUCT?

.

• Floral
• With little aftertaste
• Awesome
• Traditional recipes
• Authentic
• Original 
• Genuine
• Not bad (sarcastic)
• Pretty average (sarcastic).



HOW IT MAKES ME LOOK 

• Part of the local 
community

• Proud to be a Coastie
• Loyal to my RSL Club
• Smart decision 

maker
• A good mate
• True to my heritage

• A good bloke
• A bit of a ‘risk taker’
• Raw, real and honest
• Ethical
• Environmentally caring
• Sociable and popular
• Willing to give things a go
• Fun.



HOW IT MAKES 
ME FEEL

• Refreshed
• Relaxed
• Clever
• Up to date
• As if I belong
• Proud

• Satisfied
• Loyal
• Rewarded
• Sensible.



UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION

Fresher beer 

Traditionally, the value proposition for a brand can have functional, emotional and self-
expressive benefits. The value proposition essentially fulfils the needs of the consumer.

A. FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS

Functional benefits include (amongst others):

• A fresher taste than beer that has been sitting in a loading dock or has been 
transported across the country

• A healthier option with no artificial preservatives or ingredients
• Natural, high quality local produce for enhanced flavour
• Lower cost than big brand traditional beer
• Same flavour that they are used to as drinkers of traditional beer favourites
• More consistency and greater quality due to precise craft beer practices and state of the 

art equipment.

made locally



B. EMOTIONAL BENEFITS INCLUDE (AMONGST OTHERS):

Emotional benefits include (amongst others):

• The revitalisation of a crisp, refreshing beer
• The delight in drinking a beer with better flavour and freshness
• The reassurance of knowing that all ingredients are fresh and natural
• The sense of community in supporting local farmers and suppliers
• The feeling of belonging experienced as a member of a club
• The personal satisfaction of knowing that the brewery’s choice of produce is ethical and 

environmentally sustainable
• The comfort of being able to continue to enjoy the traditional beer recipes that have been 

enjoyed by generations of family members
• The enjoyment of sharing a beer with a mate
• The pride in choosing a brand that supports your values and ethics
• The high self-worth that is felt when making an informed, smart and kind decision on beer 

choices
• The respect felt for your local club that is raising the bar and producing a worldclass beer that is 

better than the same recipe mass produced by a major brewery
• The satisfaction achieved in doing your bit to make the Central Coast a better place.



FACTS AND SYMBOLS

C. SELF-EXPRESSIVE BENEFITS 

Self-expressive benefits include (amongst others):

• I choose to drink Oak Haven beer because it doesn’t compromise on taste for the sake of 

profit

• I feel refreshed by a beer that is fresher and more flavoursome than big name equivalents

• I feel like part of a tight community by drinking beer produced just for members and guests of 

the RSL

• I feel rewarded for my loyalty with the savings offered to me on in-house beer as an RSL 

member or guest

• I am appreciative that Gosford RSL has taken the time and effort to brew my favourite beer 

in-house to a higher standard and at a lower cost

• I feel empowered to make a better choice of beer due to the initiatives of my local club

• I feel inspired by Oak Haven Brewing Co’s leadership in supporting ethical and 

environmentally sustainable local farmers and suppliers

• I feel energised and entertained by the mateship enjoyed while sharing a beer and a meal 

with other club members and guests

• I am proud to have the opportunity to support the community while enjoying a beer or two 

with family and friends

• I am proud that my local club has produced a worldclass beer just for members like myself.



SLOGAN

Our immediate vision is to become the beer of 
choice. The slogan for Oak Haven Brewing Co is: 
• 
• 
• 

Rationale for this line include:

• The beer is locally produced
• It is produced for locals
• It supports the local community so more            

than the beer drinkers love it.

• The beer that locals love!



BRAND PROMISE

Oak Haven Brewing Co will deliver those refreshing traditional 
flavours loved by generations of beer drinkers but with a more 
delicious, fresher flavour and lower price.



BRAND TONE OF VOICE

• Fun
• Cheeky
• Larrikin
• Tongue in Cheek
• Local
• Warm and friendly
• Down to earth
• Raw
• Real
• Sincere
• Big-hearted.



GOSFORD RSL

26 CENTRAL COAST HIGHWAY
WEST GOSFORD NSW 2250

PHONE: (02) 4323 2311


